Abstract Lagged correlation analysis is often used to infer intraseasonal dynamical effects but is known to be affected by nonstationarity. We highlight a pronounced quasi 2 year peak in the anomalous zonal wind and eddy momentum flux convergence power spectra in the Southern Hemisphere, which is prima facie evidence for nonstationarity. We then investigate the consequences of this nonstationarity for the Southern Annular Mode and for eddy momentum flux convergence. We argue that positive lagged correlations previously attributed to the existence of an eddy feedback are more plausibly attributed to nonstationary interannual variability external to any potential feedback process in the midlatitude troposphere. The findings have implications for the diagnosis of feedbacks in both models and reanalysis data as well as for understanding the mechanisms underlying variations in the zonal wind.
Introduction
Fluctuations in the strength and location of the zonally averaged westerlies have long been recognized as an important pattern of atmospheric low-frequency variability. Such fluctuations are also seen across a wide hierarchy of numerical models.
The study of these variations is frequently investigated with the use of empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis. This has the effect of significantly reducing the dimensionality of the data to be analyzed while arguably preserving the underlying physical mechanisms. In the Southern Hemisphere the leading EOF of the zonal wind anomalies is referred to as the Southern Annular Mode (SAM). It is the dominant pattern of climate variability affecting the Southern Hemisphere extratropics, is present in every season, and is interpreted as a poleward/equatorward shift of the westerlies [Hartmann and Lo, 1998 ].
It is well established from physical principles that momentum flux convergence anomalies (hereafter referred to as "anomalous eddy flux convergence") force the zonal wind anomalies. This can be seen by considering the zonally and vertically integrated quasi-geostrophic momentum equation:
Here z represents an index for the zonal wind anomalies, m an index for the anomalous eddy flux convergence, and a timescale approximating damping of the zonal wind anomalies by frictional processes.
As a result of the equivalent barotropic structure of the SAM, equation (1) is often used as a conceptual model for studying SAM dynamics. In this case z represents SAM variations and m represents an index for the anomalous eddy flux convergence projected onto the SAM. This approximation is found to hold well in reanalysis data [Lorenz and Hartmann, 2001 ].
In the presence of white noise forcing by m (anomalous eddy flux convergence) such a system is known to exhibit low-frequency variability in z (SAM) [e.g., Hasselmann, 1976] . For the true climate system it is of considerable interest whether the low-frequency variability in the SAM is also modified by the existence of a feedback process on the anomalous eddy flux convergence, behavior which has previously been shown to exist in idealized numerical models [e.g., Robinson, 1996] . Such a (positive) feedback could act to increase the persistence of the SAM and could thus account for much of the low-frequency variability in the extratropics.
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An understanding of the relationship between the SAM and the anomalous eddy flux convergence is thus important for the problem of predicting the intraseasonal variability of the zonal wind in the extratropics. It is also of considerable importance for quantifying the long-term response to climate forcing [e.g., Plumb, 2007, 2008] .
To diagnose potential feedback behavior, a framework has been developed using the method of lagged regression analysis [Hasselmann, 1976; Frankignoul and Hasselmann, 1977] . This framework requires that there be a clear timescale separation between the components of the system (in this case between the anomalous eddy flux convergence and the SAM) and assumes the feedback to be a linear process. Such a timescale separation between the anomalous eddy flux convergence and the SAM has been previously verified in reanalysis data [Lorenz and Hartmann, 2001 ].
In the lagged regression framework, for those lags where the anomalous eddy flux convergence leads the SAM, increasing correlation values have been found from about 20 days up to 2 days [e.g. , Feldstein, 1998 ]. This is as expected theoretically for a system that obeys (1). More significantly, positive correlations at lags where the SAM leads the anomalous eddy flux convergence have also been documented, and these have been attributed to the presence of an eddy feedback mechanism [e.g., Lorenz and Hartmann, 2001] . This eddy feedback mechanism is now a well-accepted concept in the literature [e.g., Kushner, 2010] .
Causal attribution in this lagged regression framework is subject to the additional assumption that the low-frequency portion of the power spectrum of the anomalous eddy flux convergence is white in the absence of a feedback [Frankignoul and Hasselmann, 1977] , i.e., that the anomalous eddy flux convergence is not influenced by nonstationary interannual variability. This is a significant assumption as there is ample evidence of interannual variability in the midlatitude troposphere of both hemispheres that is externally forced, e.g., from the tropics or the stratosphere [L' Heureux and Thompson, 2006; Lu et al., 2008; Simpson et al., 2011; Anstey and Shepherd, 2014] . In light of this we revisit earlier results to see if they can be more naturally explained in terms of nonstationary interannual variability in the extratropics.
Data and Methods
We use four-times-daily wind data from the ERA-Interim reanalysis data set [Dee et al., 2011] for the period January 1980 to December 2013. Data were available on an N128 Gaussian grid and on 27 pressure levels (1000-100 hPa). The indices for the SAM and for the anomalous eddy flux convergence were computed using daily mean values as per Lorenz and Hartmann [2001] .
The cross correlation plots were estimated following Von Storch and Zwiers [2002] (see Appendix A). To assess significance of the cross-correlation values, a formula suggested by Bartlett [see Von Storch and Zwiers 2002, section 12.4 .2 ] was used throughout (see Appendix B).
For the spectral analysis the year-round indices for the SAM and for the anomalous eddy flux convergence were first windowed by a Hanning window. The raw periodogram was then computed from this windowed data. Finally a smoothed estimate of the spectrum was calculated by successive application of modified Daniell filters of length 6, 12, and 12 to the raw periodogram following Bloomfield [2000] .
Results

SAM and Anomalous Eddy Momentum Flux Convergence Power Spectra
To investigate the hypothesis of externally forced influence on the SAM and the anomalous eddy flux convergence, power spectra from reanalysis data were computed (Figures 1 and 2 ). The power spectrum of the SAM is shown in Figures 1a and 2a . It offers evidence that there is considerable variability on interannual timescales with increasing power at lower frequencies. This increase of power at lower frequencies is in qualitative agreement with theoretical predictions from (1) [Hasselmann, 1976] .
The SAM power spectrum also suggests that interannual variability might be organized in a very particular way as there is a distinct peak at a quasi 2 year period. This quasi 2 year peak is also present in the anomalous eddy flux convergence power spectrum (Figures 1b and 2b) . In contrast to the inherent high-frequency variability of the eddies (Figure 1b ), this low-frequency peak occurs on climate timescales.
To determine whether this peak is consistent with an eddy feedback or in fact represents nonstationary interannual variability, we consider here whether the spectral peak can be reproduced by assuming a linear model of the feedback. Specifically, we assume that the anomalous eddy flux convergence index m can be written as
wherem represents a moving average process of order 7 and b represents a constant feedback parameter that can be estimated from reanalysis data. This is consistent with previous work in the literature [e.g., Frankignoul and Hasselmann, 1977, Lorenz and Hartmann, 2001] . As mentioned in the introduction a necessary condition for this model to be valid is that in the absence of a feedback, the low-frequency portion of the anomalous eddy flux convergence power spectrum is white, i.e., that m − bz has no low-frequency peaks.
To test the validity of this assumption, power spectra for m−bz were constructed from reanalysis data for a range of values of b. Previous work has estimated a value of b = 0.035 for the feedback parameter [Lorenz and Hartmann, 2001] , and the power spectrum for this value is shown in Figure 2b . It is clear that the assumption of "white noise" behavior is not appropriate as there is still a noticeable peak at a quasi 2 year timescale. This is also the case for other plausible values of b (not shown).
Monte Carlo simulations were performed to provide a more quantitative confirmation of this result. Synthetic models ofm were generated, and the maximum amplitude of the low-frequency peaks in each synthetic model was compared against that from reanalysis data. For all values of b considered the results are statistically significant at the 1% level at least; i.e., the simulations were unable to reproduce a low-frequency peak of similar amplitude to that seen in Figure 2b . This leads us to conclude that linear feedback models are unable to explain the low-frequency behavior of the anomalous eddy flux convergence.
Causal Attribution and Lag Regression
Some insight can be gained into how nonstationarity of the data affects causal attribution in the lag regression framework by constructing synthetic time series for m and z that explicitly include external influence. Specifically, we consider a model of the anomalous eddy flux convergence of the form:
Herem is taken as a moving average process of order 7 as before, and F as an autoregressive process of order one to crudely approximate some general external forcing. The e-folding time of F and the constant were chosen so that the power spectrum of the synthetic m matched well with that from reanalysis data (not shown). A time series z can then be generated using equation (1). Note that this model has no feedback by construction and is distinct from the previous linear feedback model as F is not a function of z.
A sample cross-correlation plot for this model is shown in Figure 3b and can be compared with the corresponding plot from reanalysis data in Figure 3c . For reference, a sample cross-correlation plot for a model with no external forcing (i.e., with = 0) is also shown in Figure 3a . Positive correlations at positive lags are seen to be present in both Figures 3b and 3c and are of a similar magnitude.
In the model simulations we are able to definitively attribute the positive correlations to external influence on m rather than to the presence of eddy-zonal flow feedbacks. This provides quantitative evidence that lag regression plots alone are not sufficient to distinguish between external forcing or a potential feedback. 
Seasonality of the Lag Regression Plots
Further evidence that the positive correlations at positive lags in reanalysis data represent nonstationary interannual variability rather than a feedback is provided by analysis of seasonal cross-correlation plots of the SAM and the anomalous eddy flux convergence. The cross-correlation plots for various seasons in the Southern Hemisphere are shown in Figure 4 along with the cross-correlation plot for year-round data.
It is immediately clear that statistically, significant positive correlations at positive lags are visible only in austral spring (primarily between September and December) and that this time of year makes the dominant contribution to the positive correlations in year-round data in Figure 4d . Austral spring is the relevant time period for Southern Hemisphere stratospheric interannual variability which, through stratosphere-troposphere coupling, is a known source of tropospheric interannual variability [e.g., Simpson et al., 2011; Anstey and Shepherd, 2014] . It is also the relevant time period for coupling between the extratropics and El Niño-Southern Oscillation in the Southern Hemisphere [e.g., L'Heureux and Thompson, 2006] . This seasonal synchronization, combined with the fact that there is no a priori reason why a feedback should be most evident in Southern Hemisphere spring, leads us to conclude that the positive correlations at positive lags most likely represent the influence of nonstationary interannual variability external to any potential feedback process.
Discussion and Conclusion
We have revisited the apparent eddy feedback on SAM persistence inferred from lagged correlation analysis of reanalysis data. We find that the power spectra of both the anomalous eddy flux convergence and the SAM exhibit a pronounced quasi 2 year peak. Linear models of eddy feedback are unable to account for this low-frequency peak which ultimately leads to a breakdown of the statistical assumptions required to infer causality from reanalysis data. We also show through a synthetic time series argument that positive lagged correlations very similar to that seen in reanalysis data can be induced by a slowly varying forcing that provides long-term memory to the anomalous eddy flux convergence, without an eddy feedback process. We conclude that the lagged correlation approach cannot distinguish between an internal eddy feedback mechanism and the presence of nonstationary (i.e., externally forced) interannual variability.
Additionally, we find that the inflated lagged correlations have a particular seasonal dependence. They are only seen in austral spring which is a period of known stratosphere-troposphere coupling and tropical-extratropical coupling. All of the above features, together with the known influence of externally forced interannual variability, lead us to conclude that the simplest and most robust explanation of the positive lagged correlations at positive lags seen in reanalysis data is not eddy feedback but nonstationary interannual variability. Note that our results do not disprove the existence of an eddy feedback in the real atmosphere. We argue only that the positive observed lagged correlations should not be interpreted as evidence in favor of an eddy feedback or used to quantify the strength of a purported eddy feedback.
A companion study has also been performed for Northern Hemisphere winter [Lorenz and Hartmann, 2003] which likewise relies on the lagged correlation approach for inferring causality. While the present analysis approach relies on year-round data and hence cannot be applied to Northern Hemisphere winter, the same caveats over causal inference from lagged correlations still apply. In particular, stratospherically forced influence on the Northern Hemisphere extratropical troposphere during the winter season has been well documented [e.g., Baldwin and Dunkerton, 2001; Anstey and Shepherd, 2014] , and it is unclear what effect these influences will have on the lagged correlations.
These results illustrate that lagged correlations are not a reliable indicator of causal inference when the time series is nonstationary. Such nonstationary behavior also appears to be present in several global climate models (A. Sheshadri, personal communication, 2016) . The results have implications for the estimation of annular mode timescales from autocorrelations in both observations and models, especially when used in the context of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem.
Appendix A: Cross-Correlation Statistics
For a sample (x t , y t ), t = 1, … , T, the estimator of the cross-covariance function was constructed as
where the bar represents the sample mean (e.g., for the seasonal cross-correlation plotsx
x i,j , where i represents the day of the season and j represents the year). For the seasonal cross-correlation plots, the sample cross-covariance functions for each year were averaged together to arrive at a final estimate for the sample cross-covariance function. The cross-correlation function was then estimated as 
for all outside the range.
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